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Kilpatrick: regulations rob American dream
By STEPHEN ALLEN
Columnist James J. Kilpatrick
spoke before a capacity crowd at
Wilson Auditorium Wednesday night
on his interpretation of how the
American dream confronts political
realities.
"It is the dream of peace and
plenty, of life, liberty, and at least
access to the pursuit of happiness,"
Kilpatrick said.
Kilpatrick emphasized America's
desire for peace.
"The dream of our society is to live
in peace." Kilpatrick said. "We can
preserve our peSce by being ready for
war."
He followed by discussing "the
American dream of plenty."
"To the extent that the American
dream involves material things, we
are very well off. By far this country
is the best off in the world,"
Kilpatrick said.
The Jeffersonian dream of life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness
concluded Kilpatrick's interpretation
of the American dream.

James Kilpatrick spoke to about 50 students Wednesday afternoon on the'skill
and style of writing.

Kilpatrick was critical of government regulations that impede the
ability to pursue these rights.
"The
powers
of
innovation,
imagination, and enterprise, that are
so fundamental to the American
dream, have been robbed by

regulations." Kilpatrick said.
Kilpatrick also cited censorship and
the condensation of the press as infringing on the American dream.
The 50-minute speech ended with
Kilpatrick's
exaltation
of
the
American dream:
"Today I look at America as I did
this spring flying back from the West
Coast. On this day it was clear and I
could see the American landscape. I
felt inspired and exalted at seeing the
productivity f our land. I could see the
silos and the small towns. It made me
realize that* for all our shortcomings
and flaws, we are a great and
prosperous republic. If it is to say we
have failed the American dream,
then, well, we've still come a long
way." •
Kilpatrick
answered
audience
questions after the speech.
Responding to a question about the
draft. Kilpatrick said, "I don't see the
resumption of the draft now. I have
opposed it in the past because to me it
is the ultimate denial of individual
liberty and freedom."
After the question period, James
Madison University President Ronald
Carrier said he was "glad to see the
students interested in different
viewpoints—viewpoints that are interesting and challenging."
See KILPATRICK, page 10

Howard Johnson's now coed;
motel dorm population doubled
By JILL HOWARD
The Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge now
houses twice as many James Madison
University students as it did last year, according to Bill Gerlach. associate director of
residence halls and commuting student services.
Howard Johnson's houses 116 students in 40
rooms this year, as opposed to 51 students in 17
rooms last year. Gerlach said.
He added that this is ihe first vear female
students have boon h*»n*-" 1
Howard
Johnsons \ -cording U- (I -rla-1 Sfioutofthe
llfisluuenl.s there are 'emale
JMt residence space at Howard Johnson's
was expanded to keep up with the large student
demand for university-supplied housing.
Gerlach said This is the fifth year students
have been housed at Howard Johnson's, but the
first that more rooms have been needed.
Gerlach added that space at Howard
Johnson's would probably not be expanded
further. "120 (students* is about maximum,"
he said.
As in the past, the majority** of floward
Johnson's residents are freshman males. But
more upperclassmen and female students are
choosing to live there. Gerlach said.
THE MALE AND FEMALE RESIDENTS
live in separate but adjacent sections of the
Motor Lodge. Gerlach said. One male and one
female resident adviser are in attendance, as
is one male head resident.
Howard Johnson's has seven-day visitation
with no alcohol permitted.
Gerlach said that while the rooms are
originally assigned three people each, "a lot of
them drop down to doubles."
Most of the students assigned to Howard
Johnson's seem to like it and choose to stay.
Ger>*ch said Wery few students have chosen

to relocate." Gerlach noted. "Students are
getting to enjoy it."
GERLACH SAID that JMU supplies the
furniture at Howard Johnson's, while the
rooms are already furnished with wall-to-wall
shag carpet and air conditioning. Residents
have pool privileges, and may have cable TV
for $27 a year per room.
"You can't beat it." said sophomore Stuart
Prisk. who chose to stay at Howard Johnson's
this year after being assigned there as a freshman.
Prisk said the large rooms, carpeting, TV,
pool and individual bathrooms made him like
Howard Johnson's "from the beginning."
But Prisk said that the increase in the
number of residents there has made doing
laundry more difficult, because there are only
two washers and two dryers for all 166
residents.
Sophomore Sherry Berry said she chore to
live at Howard Johnson's because of "the
luxuries."
"You don't hove to share a bathroom with 20
people," she said.
Berry said she didn't think she'd like Howard
Johnson's at first, but soon changed her mind.
Berry is a transfer student from Old Dominion
University."
"I like it a lot." she said. "Ill probably ask to
live here again."
Berry's only complaint is that there is no
study lounge at the motel.
FRESHMAN BRUCE KIDD said he didn't
expect to like the motel at first but then grew to
like it. "I really changed my attitude," he said.
"I love the room,"
Kidd said he felt the on-campus dorms
provided more opportunities to meet people.
See HO JO'S, page 10

Phoio by V* Natty*

James Mapes returned to Wilson Hall Tuesday evening to
capture students' imaginations for a short time. See Inside,
page 12.

This issue...
JMU will host an invitational Held hockey tournament
Friday and Saturday. See Sports, page 19 for a schedule, and
page 17 for a report on the Duchesses win over Hollins
College.
Three kinds of interest-free loans are available here. See
story, page 5.
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Honor
Cou^eil
Two cases pending;
25 violations las t year
By TERM JONES
The
James
Madison
University Honor Council is
presently investigating two
cases leftover from spring
semester, acording to Pam
Nelson.
Honor
Council
president.
There were 25 reported
honor violations here last
semester. Nelson said. Eleven
of these warranted a hearing
and four of the violations were
found guilty. Nelson said.
She added that one student
admitted his guilt and the case
was ha ndlea administratively.
The Honor Council works to
safeguard students' rights and
give violators a second
chance. Nelson said.
The council is a 36 member
body consisting of 18 students
and 18 faculty members
chosen from among the four
schools. It acts similar to a
jury in violation hearings.
Nelson said. "Students' rights
are first priority with this
body." she said, adding that
the JMU Honor Council is the
exception in Virginia colleges
rather than the rule.
Honor Council violations
include plagiarism, falsifying
class
attendance
or
registration, cheating or using
unauthorized ma terials
during an examination. The
matters are investigated by
student coordinators Michelle
DeYoung and David Hayes,
Nelson said."
The coordinators try to
produce enough evidence to
warrant a hearing, she noted.
Dr.
David
Barger,
university Honor Council
coordinator, overses the investigation
to
prevent
violation of the student's
rights.
If a hearing is warranted,
the
student
may ° be
represented in the hearing by
a student advocate or an attorney. Nelson said.
Hayes and DeYoung serve
as the prosecution.
A panel of four students and
four faculty are randomly
selected from the 36-member
council to decide the case.
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Nelson said. In all cases. Tim
Reynolds, honor council vicepresident, serves as ninth
member and chairman of the
"Jury", Nelson added.
According to Nelson, the
investigation, representation
and "Jury" hearing are not
available Ja honor code
violators at some Virginia
schools.
At Old Dominion University, professors are given the
opportunity
to
handle
violators themselves, she
noted.
The
"beauty . of
our
system." Nelson said, is that
the minimum sanction—a onesemester suspension—offers
violators-a seconrj- chance:
Violators given this sanction
are given a grade of withddrawal for the class in which
the
violation
occurred.

Photo by Tom Lighten

HONOR COUNCII PRESIDENT Pam Nelson is reviewing with the rest of the council two
cases of honor violations from last year.
violations. Nelson said.
Violators are invited back to . violations such as stealing a
At the University of
test. Nelson added.
the university following the
Virginia.
students
are
There is no penalty for not
suspension.
Nelson said.
required
to
report
their
peers.
reporting an honor violation,
"Everyone makes mistakes,"
If they withhold information,
according to Nelson. At JMU
Nelson said, adding that this
they are considered acpeer reporting of violations is
policy allows students the
complices and penalized:
not relied on exclusively. "He
opportunity to try-again:
Nelson noted..
is simply expected to report
The maximum sanction for
Professors are not allowed
violations." Nelson said.
violators is expulsion. Nelson
to
report honor offenses, at
Professors here are also
said. This penalty is levied for
U.Va. she said.
encouraged
to
report
second offenses or flagrant

.'
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Video game revenues reduce student fees
By MANE DUNN
Profits from the 12 pinball and video games in the Warren
Campus Center are used to reduce student fee costs for students,
according to Mike Way. associate director of operations.
The fees are used to operate the campus center.
Way would not release the amount of money generated by the
games.
Chris Sachs, director of student activities, also refused to
release annual income generated by the machines. Sachs said
that releasing the total amount of income from the machines
might increase machine vandalism.
. Way said the campus center and Showalter Amusement
Company split the profits in half. "It's helping the Union out"
Way said.
Showalter Amusement Company owns the games, while the
campus center provides security, space and electricity for
operation 6f the games,
Showalter Amusement also declined to comment on the amount
of money generated by the video and pinball games.
"More and more people are playing video games," Way said
More video games are going to be installed. Way said, adding
that the video games are more popular than pinball machines.
Showalter and Way decide the price charged to play each game.
The current price is 25 cents per game.
The games cost the university $2,000 - $3,000 each, according to
Way.
Rotation of the games is 'also determined by Way and
Showalter They note which games are popular and which are not.
"We don't have a rotation schedule," Way said. A popular game
is not rotated. Way said.
^
Last year the video game "Pac Man" was very popular. Way
said The game was rotated during the summer because of
decreased summer business in the campus center. Pac Man will
be returning soon. Way said.
— Vandalism-of-the games is not a probtenr so long as the
machines are watched, according to Way.
Last spring the game room was broken into and the "back
glasses" of pinball machines stolen from time to time. Way said.
Pinball machines are more apt to be vandalized because people
move the machines while playing them. Way said.
The vandalism stopped when the machines were relocated to
the front of the game room. Way said.
, The machines were also moved to make them more visible.
Unlike pinball. the video games appeal to female students, Way
said.
*
Many were reluctant to go to the back of the Game Room to
play the machines. Way noted, adding that women now play the
games also.
"I never thought video games would become more popular than
pinball." Way said. "They're more challenging." Way can't be
sure of what games others will like and he has had games he liked
personally be unpopular with students.
"Defender" is the most popular game now Way said.
Junior Eric Sherer, said he plays video games "for fun and
relaxation. It's addictive." Sherer's favorite game is
"Vanguard."
Freshman David Moretti. said "I just like coming down and
wasting a quarter." Vanguard isalsoMoretti's favorite game.
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Campus police arrest student;
'deadly weapon'charge brought

Student assaulted
By JEFF GAMMAGE
A
James
Madison
University commuter student
was assaulted about 2:15 a.m.
Sunday when she awoke to
find a man standing beside
her bed in her Gratton Street
home.
"I woke up and there is a
guy standing beside my bed."
said the victim. "I called out.
and he put his hand over my
mouth." The woman said the
assailant put his hands on her.
"I kept yelling to my roommate" across the hall, she
said.
As her roommate left her
room and came into the
hallway, the man released the
victim and went into the

hallway after the other
woman, the victim said.
The assailant ran down the
stairs and out of the building
•when the women screamed,
she added
The woman said the intruder probably gained entrance through an unlocked
door "We had left all the
doors in the house unlocked,"
she said.
The
asssailant
was
described by the woman as
being of medium height and
medium build, with sandy
blond hair.
No arrests have been made
in the case, according to
Harrisonburg police.

By JEFF GAMMAGE
A James Madison University student was
arrested by campus police about 6(45 p.m.
Sunday and charged with concealing a deadly
weapon and public drunkenness, according to
Alan MacNutt, director of Campus Security.
The arrest occurred shortly before a rock
concert at Godwin Hall. MacNutt said.
A campus police spokesman said he could
not release the name of the student.
MacNutt described the weapon as a "dirk,"
a spiked leather strap worn around the wrist.
The weapon was concealed by the student's
shirt sleeve. MacNutt said. He added that the
weapon was confiscated by police.
As people stood in line befnc^. the doors
opened, a man was banging on the glass
partition adjacent the doors, MacNutt said.
The man was apparently trying to alert officers inside the hall to a staff member who
had been locked out. he added. When police did
not respond, the youth gave an obscene gesture
to the officers. MacNutt said. The man was
detained by police upon entering the building
and charged with public drunkenness, according to MacNutt.
The concealed weapons charge was added
when officers noticed the dirk on the student's
wrist. MacNutt said.
Police made a total of 13 arrests before and
during the concert. MacNutt said. Most of
those arrested were charged with public
drunkenness or possesion of marijuana, according to MacNutt Police ususally make

between three and five arrests at rock concerts
here. MacNutt said.
No other students were arrested, MacNutt
said.
One non-student was also charged with
concealing a deadly weapon, a hunting knife,
MacNutt said.
Police also had a report of damage to a
public building. A marble panel in a Godwin
Hall men's room was smashed shortly after
the hall's doors opened, MacNutt said.

Police made
a total of 13 arrests
Although there were "35-40 people" in the
lavatory, no one saw who destroyed the panel,
MacNutt said.
In other police news, a JMU student was
charged with being drunk in public after he
was found swimming in Newman lake about
7:00 p.m. Friday. MacNutt said.
Campus police also arrested a student about
3:40 a.m. Sunday, and charged him with being
drunk in public. MacNutt said.
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Student-city disputes
aired by committee

J

By ANN RICHARDSON
Settling
student-landlord
disputes and violations of
zoning ordinances is the
function of the HarrisonburgJames Madison University
Relations Committee.
The' committee
deals
primarily with the needs of
students and the Harrisonburg community.
The committee was formed
in 1978 to resolve complaints
made by either the students or
Harrisonburg
residents,
according to William Gerlach.
committeee member and
associate
director
of
residence halls and commuting student services.
.

t

. x

"The
board
convenes
whenever there is a concern
made." Gerlach said. "It's
like a hearing committee that
tries to solve the problems
between the students and the
city of Harrisonburg."
But "the committee itself
isn't an enforcement agency."
he added.
Other committee members
are Dr. Harold McGee. vice
president of student affairs:
Lin Rose,
director of
residence halls and commuting student services; John
Byrd. a Harrisonburg building
and zoning official: Jud
Baldwin, a Harrisonburg

building inspection official,
and five JMU commuter
students to be appointed in the
near future.

Q-CARD

"The city represents the
students also, to make sure
landlords are in compliance
with the law." Gerlach said.
The committee met last
year whenever a violation of
the city's zoning ordinances
had occurred, he said. City
ordinances set restrictions on
the number or residents
allowed in certain residential
zones. The requirements for
permits and parking.spaces in
these zones are also determined by the city.
Gerlach said because many
students are unfamiliar with
the committee's services,
they are unwilling to use it.
"With about 3.000 students
living in Harrisonburg. a lot of
times students aren't aware of
their rights." he said. "There
are several avenues a student
has available rather than
feeling frustrated."
The first step for any
student with a complaint
would be to contact the Office
of Student Affairs, Gerlach
said. For example, "if there
are no fire escapes located on
a residential building," the
student has a legitimate
complaint. Gerlach said.
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Thurs. - Sun.
Moosehead
Mols>n
Michelob
Bud 12 pk.
Lite 12 pk.
Miller cans
Old Mill cans
Busch
Mickey s
Tuborg Gold

$2.99
$2.99
$2.59
$439
$4.49
$219
$1.89
$1.99
$1.89
$1.69

Cheese Curls 1Mb; bag $139
Chips 11 oz. bags
$89
$1.79
Chips 1 lb. bag
$3.99
Chips 3 lb. box
. $3.89
Pretzels 4 lb. box
$4.89
Cigarettes (cartonf

Unite Hater fun and txcittmtnt on the beautiful Shenandoah Hirer!
Ride Iht River »ith

BLUE RIDGE OUTFITTERS
No previous experience is required. All trips are
led by expert river guides, and all necessary equipment is provided. Trips are between 4 and 5
hours long, including an all you can-cat picnic
lunch.
SPECIAL GROUP RATES AVAILABLE.
Camping and lodging nearby.

• Ice 20 lbs. $99 with Keg •
Old Mill V4 Keg $15.96
Bud to Keg
$30.49

Old Mill 1/2 Keg
Busch 1/2 Keg
Miller Lite

$2595
$28.95
$29.95

• 20 lbs, ice $.99 with Kegs •

For Reservations call:

BLUE RIDGE OUTFITTERS
304-725-3444
Or write:

P.O. Box 456 l>epl. WP
Harpers Ferry. WVA 25425
$27.50 weekends •

SI8.50 weckdi>s

S5 Discount Sundays with Student /./>..'
OSI. Y A SHORT ROAD TRIP FROM CAMPUS,

Dr. Pepper, Mt.Dew, Sunkist 6 pk. - 16 oz. btls.
Pepsi 6- 12 oz. cans
Ice 10 lbs.

Open Nightly Till Midnight

$1.89
$1.89
$.99

1
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WE RE MORE THAN A
J NICE PLACE TO EAT
We're really THREE GREAT RESTAURANTS in one. .

THI

TSJSS»ice

^~<2*W*T

»THE«

Specializing in fine food and excellent service..
For a good lime, THE PUB
is the spot for you!

Interest-free loans
available to students
By ANN RICHARDSON
ineligible to receive future
Three types of short-term loans Applications for this
interest-free emergency loans loan can be obtained in the
are available to James Alumni Office located in
Madison University students. Hillcrest.
The loans are given out on
The third type of loan is
the basis of student need, available to any JMU student
credit from previous loans, wi th a 2.0 or better GPA. "The
guaranteed
means
of Gardner
Loan"
allows
repayment and whether or not students to receive $200 to $600
the applicant is a full-time
interest-free for 90 days.
James Madison University
Applications for the Gardstudent.
ner Loan can be obtained
The Student Government through the Financial Aid
Association provides funding Office.
for an emergency loan of up to
$75. If the loan is not paid
within 30 days. 10 percent
interest charge is added and
the student's records are
placed on hold.
Loan applications chn be
obtained from the Off ice, of the
Dean of students located in
Alumnae Hall. The yapplication also requires^ the By VALERIE CAMM
signature
of
one SGA
The Communication Arts
executive officer.
department has added InFunding for the loans totals troduction to Public Relations
nearly $10,000. but "there are to its curriculum.
a lot of times when we can
The course is designed to
start to run low." according to introduce students to the
Donna Harper, assistant dean
nature, function, theories and
of students. "December and
implementation of public
spring break are usually the relations, according to Dr.
times that students are in Mae Frantz. course inneed of quick money." Harper structor.
said.
The name Introduction to
"This loan is for short-term Public Relations-like other
unexpected type problems,"
basic communications core
Harper said. Books, rent and courses-implies that it is a
transportation fees are a few concentration. But Frantz
of the uses for the loan. "As said "tract" is a better word
the year goes on, we hear to describe the course, since it
phone bills as one of the main
is a "variety skilled course."
excuses" for the loan . Harper
"It was my idea," Frantz
added.
said. She added that ComAnother interest-free
munication Arts department
emergency loan is funded by
head Dr. Rex Fuller "was all
JMU alumni. The loan allows . for it."
students to borrow up to $50
An additional section was
for 30 days.
opened
at
registration
The penalty for loans unpaid because the "first section was
within 45 days is that the
filled fast." Frantz said.
student's records are placed
Over 70 people signed up for
on hold, and he becomes
the course.

ftiMjc
relations
offered

located in downtown Harrisonburg
Park in the Water St. parking deck, and
entzr across the Palmer House Bridge! 433-8181
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'Educational posters' appear
in lobbies throughout r*mpus
The Wallpaper Journal.
seen in dormitory and other
lohhies throughout campus, is
a complimentary service
provided by the 13-30 Corporation via the James
Madison University Inter-Hall

nn idea from a 13-30 board
chairman "He was inspired
by the colorful showcases he
had seen in airports and other
public places." explained
George Dischinger. 13-30 area
manager.'He
thought
it

'We don't deal
with} tut theSGA'
Council
The 13-30 firm is the same
student-oriented firm which
distributes "Good Stuff"
boxes and the semi-annual
Nutshell magazine
The three-year-old biweekly
Journal resembles the front
page of a newspaper and
includes articles by the
contributing 13-30 editors and
interns, as well as those sent
in by students.
The Journal is the result of

would be nice to make
educational posters with a
similar format."
The 13-30 company acts as
an intermediary between
advertisers and students.
Dischinger said.'
Various companies fund the
Journal.
"We publish it, print it and
provide you < the schools) with
a showcase/' Dischinger said.
The company Works with
various student organizations.

"We don't deal with just the
SGA." he said
The Inter-Hall Council is
responsible lor organizing the
Journal showcases found
within JMU's buildings
"We try to do a lot of student
services."
said
Howard
Hilton. IHCpresident "Were
trving to make things better
for the residential students in
general "
Within a, few weeks, the
council will hei-i" the first
rounds o!'
'VI'-i-eKowl
j itwt* of trivia and
knowledge
games
The IHC is also working on
the second annual "Winter
Celebration'. " a semi-formal
dance to be held in Godwin
Hall on Dec. 11.

Locally
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STOP IN FOR A FREE COKE
AND ENTER FOR MANY ITEMS TO
BE GIVEN AWAY
ALSO, FRIDAY & SA TURDA Y VISIT
WITH REPRESENTATIVES FROM
YASHfCA -CH1NON-FUJ1CA

V
OUNTRY CASUALS
Next to A & P

♦35.00 Value

D

DRAWING
NAME
ADDRESS___
PHONE
mm.

C

First Quality
Name Brands
at Discount Prices
M-F 9:30 - 6:00
Sat. 9:30-9:00

r

m mk imi miw

ou. J
Now with two locations to serve you

BIG

(Hen's Fair Price Store
Harris on burg's
Most Unusual1 Store

J

v.

Since 1967
Phone - 828-3373
"Ensure When You Insure >»

Rock St

THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY

REGISTER FOR FREE
WOOLRICH BUFFALO SHIRT

H. Ken Elkintf, C.L.U.
Representing

40th ANNIVERSARY SALE

Rt. 33 East
434-4418 j
433-0549

(New) Rt. 33 East
Big A Antifreeze
Big A BBC1

3.99 gal

Bike Car Carrier 9.28

Mean Mother firing * Fog Light
23.99
17.99-pair
Big A Car Ramp
Penzpil 27 * 10W 30
10 W40

Rt .33 East open 8-8 Mon.-Fri. 8-4 Sat
Rock St. 8-5 Mon. 8-4 Sat. Mon.-Fri.
VMaMMMMMMMMMMHHf
I

V \

,

* * .

$2.09
$2.09

}

( MUST BE ORDERED
ONE DAY INADV )

Coke 8 pk. • 16 oz. returnable bdes. $1.09
Coke 2 liter
$1.09
v
All Canada Dry 16 oz - 6 pks.
$1J69
Fisher Mixed Nuts
$2.99
Camel Lites
2 for 1

.96 qt.

These specials at RT 33 East ONLY

* •9.^-m-m> *■«*■* • *

Old Mill
Busch
Nat'l Boh (a case)
Milier 1/2 Kegs

i

j

Free coffee midnight to 5am
Checks, Food Stamps, Coupons WELCOME
Port Republic Road open 24 hrs. 434-8805 J
'",'

J

s
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HUND CO
Family Steak House

Get Aquainted this weekend
GOLDEN CORRAL SPECIAL
7oz. Sirlion with Large Baked Potato or French Fries,
Texas Toast & Our Famous Salad Bar
inoi. ~«~ . 10% OFF ALL Steak & Salad Bar

,4 00

-

(weekend only)

Historian discusses
pursuit of freedom
By VALERIE CAMM
Dr. Benjamin Quarles.
historian and noted scholar at
Morgan State University,
yesterday gave a simple
overview of the struggles of
blacks from the 1850's to
modern times.
Quarles described the black
concept of freedom and
equality with a deep personal
sophistication.
One step toward freedom •
for blacks was the signing of
the Declaration of Independence. Quarles said.
"The blacks welcomed it, but
the whites did not welcome the
blacks."
Since that time black people
have shown their discontent
and their faith through their
organizations, art, literature
and song, according to
Quarles.

Quarles stressed that each
time a door was opened to
blacks, such as the passing of
the Civil Rights Act. another

door was closed by "dream
destroyers" such as the Ku
Klux Klan.
"In the pursuit of freedom,
there is always one more river
to crass." he said.
Someone or something will
always be present to stop
progress so "each generation
has to battle with their own
dream killers. " Quarles said.
Full freedom and equality is
the black interpretation of the
American dream. Quarles
said, adding that blacks have
been driven to attain this
dream through a white
ideology of America.
According to Quarles. there
is some power in America
today for blacks, but "there Is
terrific competition for what
little power there is."
Different minorities will
press for their own American
dream. Quarles said. He
added
that the
black
American dream "is not an
impossible dream.-"

A&P

/''
•

Ifvou think you could pick
yoiirDeer with your eyes dosed,
herds your chance.
»w 4o ScUta. m*m*m

and MSer roipwi on tMM?
Thai's for you to deckle. Simply rale
each beer from 1 lo 10 on the lavot
characteristics below. When you re
finished, try to guess the brands by name
Very, very lew people can do (his

f>

Doe. tfceUetcofa beer ever CAM*?
Yes AH beers haw changed over (he
years One example is Schfitz Two years
ago a master brewer named Frank
Sellmger came to Schfjtt He came tp be
president And to brew a Schfttz that was
smoother than any other beer Taste that
beer for yourself. Because taste is what it s
.ill about.
*
AH three major premium beers are
distinctly dtferenl in taste After all. they re
made by different brewers using different
ingredients and different brewing ,
processes Still, it taltes a pretty educated
tongue lo i^ll Ihem apah
1M

The bast beer is ■

fi ■1

mayaiXwfa.be* yew cast low.

»J

10

fiusch 6*12 oz

•2.19

Old Milwaukee 6-12 oz

•1.69

Pepsi, Mt. Dew or Diet Pepsi 8-16 oz
•1.09 ■•■deposit
Minute Maid Orange Juice 12 oz can
.99
Kraft Cheese Slices 16 oz pkg.
'1.99
Anne Page Macaroni and Cheese
4 for .99
Jane Parker plain or seeded Rye Bread
16 oz loaf .59
Fluted Mr. Coffee Filters 100 ct. pkg.
.69

.
I
I
]
l
I
I
I
*

\
\
t

I
'

_ '
This lest requires a blindfold That's
so your eyes won't influence your mouth
Because taste is all thai counts - in this
lest.and in a beer Here's how the test
works Vou pour Schbta. Bud and Miller
into identical glasses Have a friend label
Ihem 1.2 and 3 and switch Ihem around
Now. taste The one you pick may not be
your beer, but its the beer wtth the taste
you wani
See'You con i lose
Maybe beer tastes so good because
you re really tasting each sip more than
once Hist, the bVery. refreshing character
of beer comes from the aroma and_
flavor of the hops Next, as you
swallow you sense ihe rich
new - the body - that barley
malt adds- Finally, the Brush
Now the balance of tastes
becomes clear No one lasie
should Intrude ;xi your total
beer enjoyment

4

Body On Tap Shampoo or Conditioner
___^_
7 oz bottle *1.19
Red Delicious Apples
tManU

mm

today's
SchtiizGo fin-itt
» *w MHI bmH<i C-»

Bulk White Potatos 10 lbs
•sp

M.29

White Seedless Grapes

.99 lb.

Grillmaster Chicken Franks

.89 lb.

Smithfield Bacon
Gwaltney Sausage
000 DISTRIBUTING
VERONA, VA

.33 lb.

Snow King Beef Burgers

•1.69 lb.
•1.39 lb.
$

3.99
for 2 lb. pkg.

A&P Frozen Fried Chicken 2 lb. »2.49

»x

Jfc
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Got
Something

Ihppa tega Boh*

Tp S ay?

^7 Vxi have to taste it to believe it.

Try a
Classified
or
Personal

m

in
The
■*-"

Breeze
^

Shank Beverage —
1350 Country Club Rd
HarrisonburgVa.
434-7829

Hie American
Cancer Society
thanks yon.
\

Your employees
thank you.
Their families
thankyou.
YShTvvbecome a
life saver Literally.
For installing our
Employee Education
Program. For
understanding that if
cancer is detected in
its early stages,
chances for cure are
greatly increased
Thank you.
Hundreds of
companies now
have an American
Cancer Society'
Employee Education
Program. If yours
isn't one of them.
callus

NATIONAL
BQHEM/AN
BEER

9BI,M

_•.)■»!

i!

.
American Cancer Society
2000000 pNrfcffehttag
:

"
Take lime oui tor Ihe soorf things in lite

Arthur Treacher's

WASHINGTON POST

BREAKFAST SPECIALS
coupon

Bruce Kaufman 433-5484
BobNicol 433-5406
Al Cobb 433-5467

MY i Ml, Efifi lOnlyi

NTISIISIfiE.IKI

GKESE USCOT $1.15!

GKESE MSCIIT

Get Your [
Second /2 PRICE!
■iGsma

//* Campus Delivery:
Olson Davis 833-4381
!

Qnlyj
$1.15

Get Your I/2 PRICE
Second. .1

IKSSZE^iIj

■AMI
88CarltonSt.

433-1531

-*

ir—
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MC
VISA
SSUafrL CHECKS

N

Port Republic &
MOO/ARD

JoMmori}

1-81
434-2455

'"for Vou "

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS .
ALL YEAR
Breakfast

Lunch

Dinner

Campus jobs offer
competitive wages
By LAlttA MOt'NIK- Do you want to make
money, cut costs, and become
more
socially
and
academically involved in
school? Then get an oncampus job.
Students making money
working an on campus job
find the wages are usually
competitive with other applicable jobs. Based on a
sampling
of
colleges
nationwide, the following are
wages for common on-campus
jobs:
Clerk-typist .
up to $3 45
Food service worker ... up to
$3.45
Library assistant . . . up to
$5.37
Lifeguard ... up to $4.10
Mail clerk ... up to $4.10

UDI

CLASSIFIED A

0

A Sale for the Knowledgeablo Audio Buyer Who Can't Resist an Incredible iBargaln.

v^

SCOTT A-426 AMPLI- STEREO TYPES has been doing its Fall Cleaning $699. ADVENT 4002
FIER, List $250, Now ... and has found lots of one-of-a-kind, over- SPEAKER, List $189,
$129. ADVENT 3002 stocked and discontinued models that need to Now $129 ea. JVC LA-55
SPEAKER, List $140 ea., be sold. Check each store for availability ... And TURNTABLE, List $160,
Now $99 ea. PIONEER hurry, with SAVINGS like these, this equipment Now $109. AKAI VIDEO
SA-5800 AMPLIFIER, List won't last long!
COLOR CAMERA, List
$200, Now $139. SANYO
,.$800, Now $549. JBL
150
SPEAKER,
List
$350,
Now $239 ea. JVC LA-11
JXT6430A COMPACT STEREO SYSTEM, List $320,1
Now $229. AUDIO TECHNICA 2214SH CARTRIDGE TURNTABLE, List $110, Now $69. NONPAREIL
w/SHIBATA STYLUS, List $120, Now $44. SANYO DESIGNER STEREO FURNITURE, List $220, Now
PLUS 64 CASSETTE DECK, List $460, Now $289. $149. JBL L110 SPEAKER, List $410, Now $288
ONKY0 T4090 TUNER, List $340, Now $249. ea. PIONEER PL400 TURNTABLE, List $200, flow
OSAKA 201B CARTRID6E, List $50, Now $19. $129. RECOTON RECORD CLEANER, List $20, Now
PIONEER CTF 750 CASSETTE DECK, List $395, $8. DUAL 506 TURNTABLE, List $200. Now $149.
Now $229. JVC TX-3 TUNER, List $220, Now $179. BOSE 601 SPEAKER, List $382, Now $259 ea.
AK6 K-140S HEADPHONES, List $60, Now $39. DUAL 606 TURNTABLE W/ORTOFON CARTRID6E,
JENSEN R-200 AUTO CASSETTE DECK, List $150, List $410, Now $259. INFINITY INFINITESIMAL
Now $109. BASF PERF C-90 CASSETTE TAPE, List SPEAKER, List $195, Now $159 ea. ONKYO T$4, Now $1.69 ea. ADVENT EQ-1 POWERED AUTO 4090 TUNER, List $230, Now $179. PIONEER SASPEAKERS, List $170, Now $99. AIWA TPR 906 6800 AMPLIFIER, List $300, Now $214. PHILIPS
PORTABLE AM/FM/SW CASSETTE DECK, List AF-677 TURNTABLE, List $179, Now $109. HAR$200, Now $159. JENSEN C9999 AUTO SPEAK- MAN/KARDON 560 RECEIVER, List $400, Now
ERS, List $100, Now $59. ONKYO TX-20 RECEIV- $249. SANYO 2016 RECEIVER, List $200, Now
ER, List $320, Now $249. SANYO SLIM 4 $119. HARMAN/KARDON 503 AMPLIFIER, List
CASSETTE RECORDER, List $50, Now $39. INFINI- $279, Now $199. SCOTT R-306 RECEIVER, List
TY 1500 SPEAKER, List $150, NOW $99 ea. HAR- $220, Now $109. HARMAN/KARDON 3500 CASMAN/KARDON 1500 CASSETTE DECK, List $250, SETTE DECK, List $570, Now $289. INFINITY RS
Now $179. BASF PRO IC 60 CASSETTE TAPE, List 1.5 SPEAKER, List $440, Now $299 ea. JVC KDA$4, Now $2.69 ea. OSAMA HC-I STYLUS CLEANER, 33 CASSETTE DECK, List $300, Now $249. BSR
List $4, Now $2.8$. JENSEN R-420 AUTO RECEIV- 255 SX TURNTABLE, List $100, Now $49. TANNOY
ER K/CASSETTE DECK, List $370, Now $239. DEVON SPEAKER, List $350. Now $239 ea. PHILB0SE SPATIAL RECEIVER, List $925, Now $699. IPS N4504 REEL TO REEL RECORDER, List $490,
AUDIOV0X TRYVOX 20 AUTO SPEAKERS, List $75, Now $299. ONKYO TX-5000 RECEIVER, List $520,
Now 149. ONKYO CX-70 RECEIVER W/DOLBY Now $399. PIONEER CTF 650 CASSETTE 0ECK,
CASSETTE DECK, List $420, Now $349. JVC RS-11 List $295, Now $178. ADVENT 400 RADIO, List
RECEIVER, List $260, Now $219. ADVENT VIDEO $140, Now $99. EPI 500 SPEAKER, List $450,
Now $299 ea. AIWA ADL 450 CASSETTE DECK,
BEAM 7' PROJECTION TV, List $3300, Now $2500.
JBL 502 SPEAKER, List $155, Now $99 ea. HITA- List $300, Now $249 ...
AND MORE!
CHI VT-5800 VIDEO RECORDER, List $1450, Now

——■—————-l f *±

CHARLOTTESVILLE:
Albamarla Square
•734*20

HARRI80NBURO:

E. Market St.

433-9245

^K

HURRY ... SALE ENDS
SATURDAY, 6 P.M.

Science lab assistant. . up to
$6.52
Tutor .
up to $4 7H
An on-campus job cuts
student costs by eliminating
transportation costs. It does
not cost anything for a student
to walk to work at Dukes' Grill
or Gibbons Dining Hall, but it
does add up to drive downtown
or to Valley Mall to a daily
job.
On-campus jobs are advantageous
to
students
because employers tend to be
more flexible toward -a
student's academic needs.
They realize classes and
grades are the most important, and usually schedule
working hours with the
student around his or her
academic schedule.
A job gives a person a sense
of purpose and belonging.
With a campus as large as
James Madison University.students sometime need this
sense of security. It is also a
great way to meet people.
Students who work together
usually socialize together, too,
because they have something
in common—their job.
Many students like to keep
busy and make money at the
same time. "I need extra
spending money," said Kathy
Taylor, a sophomore working
at Dukes' Grill. "If I didn't
work. I'd probably be sitting
around wasting,time, so I'm
making money instead." she
added.
For most of the jobs oncampus. students must go
directly to the place* of employment to apply, such as.
Dukes' Grill. D-hall, the post
office or the bookstore.
An on-campus job could be
the answer to making some
extra money and to enjoy
doing it.

THE COST OF
LIVING.

GIVE TO THC
AMERICAN CANCER SOCKTY.
fhis ipott contributed at a public sjr».ct

_

to Our Brides we offer
As A Courtesy
SB*"

20% Dk »-*
o/i Bridal Gowns
selected
from in-store collection
We also feature
an outstanding collection
of Formal Gowns
The Brides House where
Weddings of Distinction

** Brides
House
& TUXEDO CORNER

•*

■ ■* tt0 *
■

PaiM'

I"

nil-:

Kit KKRti

Thursday.

September 24.

I9HI

20 uiMfo frft *20.00

•k Kilpatrick

Tamil Cafe

V-r-«6^ •••■"XiJ* -

Horizon

i Continued from page 1)
Kilpatrick spoke to about 50
students
Wednesday
afternoon on the skill and style
of writing.
"If you have nothing
worhrwhile to say. all the style
in the world won't help you."
hew id
He coached the students on
clarity, warned them about
common writing errors and
told them to be "omniverous
readers."
Even
reading
"pornographic trash." he
said, will teach something—it
will teach what trash is.
Writing is "damn hard
work." Kilpatrick said. He
estimates he writes almost
3.ono words a week for his four
columns and he says prays for
"one good sentence a week."

Colonial House

rfuBtM PftOF£SS90KAjC

Sure w Tan

r

1106 Reservoir Street, Harrison burg 434-1812

of -

■■

Hairstyling .
Welcomes J.M.U.
BRING TWO FRIENDS
GET YOUR CUT FREE

Have a news tip?
«

Call the news desk
at 6127

Call 433-1588
1433 South M tin Street

Within Walking Distance

He
bemoaned
public
education and its lack of
emphasis on reading, adding
that TV provided competition
for newspapers.
Another reason newspapers
are losing popularity, he said,
is that "So many great
newspapers have confused
news and editorials."
Kilpatrick lives in Rappahannock County, Va., which
is about HO miles from
Washington. D.C.
He began his journalism
career at the Richmond NewsLeader in 1941 and became
editor of that paper in 1949.
His syndicated column now
appears in 435 newspapers
throughout the nation.
His books include "The
Sovereign States" and "A
Political Bestiary." He has
appeared on television as a
commentator
on
a
Washington news program.
Agronsky and Co.." and
debates on "60 Minutes."

*HoJo'g
(Continued from page 1)
but deciding between other
dorms and Howard Johnson's
"would have been a toss-up"
had he been able to choose his
own housing, he said.
Prisk. Berry and Kidd said
they take care not to miss the
buses that run from Howard
Jonson's to campus. None saio. £
they minded the 10-15 minute
walk to campus except at
night. The buses stop running
after 11 p.m.
"I hate it when I miss the
bus and have to Walk.".said
junior Anne Crews. Crews
said she chose to live at
Howard Johnson's becuase it
was "someplace different."
According
to
Gerlach.
students will probably continue to be housed at Howard
Johnson's
despite
construction of a new residence
hall to open next fall.
Over 500 students are still on
a waiting list for university
housing^

*k :-

"miJohn D. Eiland Co., Inc.
Rt. 11 North, P.O. Box 880, Verona, Virginia 24482
Phone:(703)248-8131

\
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"Announcements
Biology Seminar
Hillel is sponsoring a Rosh
Hashanah dinner Sept. 28 at
5:30 p.m. Cost is $1.00 and
reservations can be made
through Sharon at 5723 or
Binnie at 433-3170 or box L-5
by Sept 25

Car Wash
Tri-Sigma is sponsoring a
car wash Sept. 26. 10:30 a.m.i' W pm. at the Golden
O.rr.ii
Donations
will
ur.it- r-illv be accepted.

CPAP
Career
Planning
and
Placement is sponsoring a
program.
"Bachlors
or
Masters" to help students find
out the facts and differences
with a presentation on
choosing between graduate
school and employment.
Highlights
will
include
selecting a graduate program
and achieving graduate study
goals. The program will be
held Sept. 29. 5-6 p.m. in 101
Miller Auditorium.

A biology seminar will be
held* Sept. 29 at 4 p.m. in
Burruss 301. The two guest
speakers will be John
Treveiler. graduate teaching
assistant in JMU's biology
department, and Kenneth W.
Roller, a graduate student in
the biology
department.
Treveiler's topic will be "A
Proposed Survey of the
Vascular Flora of Page
County. Va." and Roller's
topic will be "The Effect of
Intermittent Chlorination on
Plasma A mi no Acids of
Rainbow Trout Sal mo
Gairdenerii. Refreshments
will be at 3:45 p.m.

Pi Sigma Alpha
There
will
be
an
organizational meeting of Pi
Sigma Alpha Sept. 30 at 7 p.m.
in Room B. WCC. All present
and prospective members are
encouraged to attend and
meet the political science
faculty at the reception from
7:7:30 pjn. .The. meeting will
follow
the
reception.

CPJfcP
Career . Planning
and
Placement is holding a
workshop.
"Steps to a
Teaching
Position"
for
prospective teachers. It will
include learning about the job
campaign, when and how to
begin, and how to make it
successful. Advance sign-up is
Sept
28.
2-3
p.m.

Roth Hashanah
Temple Beth El and Hillel
are inviting all students to
worship with us on Rosh
Hashanah. Sept. 28-29. A bus
will leave Godwin Hall
Monday at 7:30 p.m. and
Tuesday atU:30 a.m

Foot ball Tickets
Student date tickets must be
purchased the week before a
home game at the ticket office
in Godwin Hall. Only one date
ticket can be purchased with a
student I.D. Each student
must present an I.D. at the
ticket window. Oct. 5-9,9 a.m.R p.m. for the Parent's
Weekend

Scholarships

Workshop

Thirty
fulL-tuition
Career - Planning
and
scholarships to a five-day ^Placement is sponsoring a
direct marketing Collegiate
workshop. "Getting Your Act
Institute at Skokie, 111.. Nov.
Together" for seniors. It will
Mi-Dec. 5. 1981 are now
discuss writing a job obavailable to seniors majoring
jective, filling out the
in advertising, marketing,
placement file, on campus
journalism, communications
interviewing, procedure, and
and similar fields. Application
job hunting techniques. Addeadline is Oct. 26. 1981. and
vance sign-up is Oct. 1, 11
must be received with a
a.m -12 noon.
professor's
recommendations. For more information, contact the Direct
More Tutors
Mail Marketing Educational
Foundation. 6 East 43rd St.,
Additional tutors are still
NY.. NY, 10017. (212) 689needed, particularly in the
•W77.
areas of economics, Finance
and biology. Tutors are also
Racquetball
needed for all other subject
areas at JMU Please contact
A
racquetball
clinic,
the Counseling and Student
sponsored by Recreational
Development Center to fill out
Activities, will be conducted
your
tutor
application.
by
David
Hott,
JMU
racquetball coach, and his
staff on Oct. 3, 9 a.m. to 12
Programs
noon
at
the
Godwin
racquetball courts. It is open
The National Research
to all JMU students, faculty,
Council announces its 1982
staff and family members.
Research
Associateship
Call 434-6669 for more inAwards
Programs
for
formation.
research in the sciences and
engineering. Approximately
250 new full-time
Associates hips
will
be
awarded on a competitive
basis for research in various
scientific and engineering
fields. Applications must be
post-marked no later than
Jan. 15, 1982. Awards will be
announced in April. For more
informaiton. contact the
Associateship Office, JH 610Di. 2101 Constitution Ave.,
N.W Washington. DC. 20418.
1202)389-6554.

GLAMOUR
Collegiate women are invited to participate in
Glamour Magazine's 1982 Top
Ten College Women Competition. Young women from
colleges and universities
throughout the country will
compete and be judged on the
basis of academic and-or
extracurricular achievements
on campus or in the community. The deadline is Dec.
15. 1981. Contact Wanda
Bolton. Career and College
Competitions. Conde Nast
Building, 350 Madison Ave.,
New York. N.Y. 10017.

Visiting Scholars
*k

The JMU Visiting Scholars
Program will be sponsoring a
mini-symposium
on
the
Middle East beginning Sept.
28 at 7:30 p.m. in Room 101.
Miller Hall. Abdulaziz A.
Sachedina. Assistant
professor of Religious and
Oriental Languages at the
University of Virginia, will be
the guest speaker. His topic
will to "The Idea of the
Hidden Imam and Its Implications in Iranian Politics."
All announcements should be typed
double-spaced and brought to The
ftreeie announcement box In the
basement of Wine Price. Please specify
in what Issue dates the announcement
should run
The deadline for an.
nouncements in the Thursday issue Is 5
P m Monday and for the Monday Issue
Is 5 p.m. Friday. Announcements will
not be accepted by phone
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Thunderbirds to hit Wilson Hall Saturday
t

By BRYAN POWELL
The world of rhythm 'n' blues today
is a growing, thriving one. and a
significant reason for this is the
Fabulous Thunderbirds. who will be
appearing at Wilson Hall this
Saturday at 8 p.m.
As R&B groups go. the T-Birds are
currently one of the nation's hottest
acts. A' four-man ensemble which
hails from Austin. Texas, the T-Birds
have released three albums, the last
two on the highly successful Chrysalis
Records. Their 1979 debut LP. Girls
Go Wild ion the Takoma label), was
followed by 1980's What's The Word
and last springs Butt RoektaV With
each subsequent release the group's
exposure and popularity have grown.
The T-Birds line-up—which includes harmonica, one guitar, bass-

and drum-is the same as that of the
ever popular
Nighthawks.
The
Nighthawks. coincidentally. will be
performing Monday night at The
Other Place, making this undoubtably
the best R&B weekend in recent
memory.
IN ADDITION to similar instrumentation, the groups' musical
approach is similar as well. Both
draw their inspiration from older
black musical forms dating to the
earlv 50s and occasionally before.
Names like B.B. King. Hound Dog
Taylor and Robert Johnson are
revered in such circles.
Visually and musically,
the
Thunderbirds rely most heavily on
harmonica wizard and vocalist Kim
Wilson and guitarist Jimmy Vaughn.

In addition to writing.the majority of
the band's material, Wilson is. according to blues titan Muddy Waters,
•the greatest harmonica player there
is today." Of course, Nighthawks fans
will be the first to argue that no one is
hotter on blues harp than their own
Mark Wenner. Perhaps this weekend
would be a good opportunity for
comparison.

BEING THE band's sole guitarist.
Jimmy Vaughn is forced to be more
rhythm-oriented than most: but. in
laying the foundation for the band's
sound, he performs some very precise
and definitive techniques within the 12
bar blues structure. His lead work is
equallv strong and may sound

familiar to many, both Jim Tljackery
of the Nighthawks and Skip Castro's
Bo Randall are indebted to Vaughn
for use of a lick or two. Having worked
with Texas axman Freddie King as
well as Guitar Slim and Guitar Junior
has certainly been a positive factor in
defining his style.
Drummer Fran Christiana, who
replaced Mike Ruck on skins during
the recording of the band's second
album, and lefty bassist Keith
Ferguson round out the line-up in fine
form, though neither spends much
time in the spotlight.
Brieflv put. Saturday's Wilson Hall
show should be a genuine treat for
R&B fans. Tickets for the show, which
begins at 8 p.m.. are $4 with J.M.U.
ID. and $5 for the public.

cArts CSL People

-\

By CARL McCOLMAN
PSI an entertaining, informative and at times intense display of
the powers/of the mind, was presented Tuesday night at Wilson
Hall by hypnotist James J. Mapes.
The program, which sold-out well in advance, gave students an
opportunity to learn more about hypnotism. This was done
through things Mapes said and through his lively demonstration
of hypnotism, with audience members as his subjects.
After being greeted by an energetic round of applause, Mapes
began the evening giving some background information on
hypnotism. He asserted hypnotism is not a logical or rational
phenomenon, and hence is not easily understood by the western
mind — which is used to having things spelled out rationally.
According to Mapes. hypnotism is an "extension of concentration" leading to a "heightened awareness" in which, under
the hypnotist's guidance, imagination becomes "more important
than reality."
MAPES DEMONSTRATED this by having audience members
imagine they were biting into a lemon, while he bit into a real
lemon A show of hands indicated many audience members
imagined the lemon so vividly they actually experienced the
physical sensation of biting a lemon. Imagination had indeed
superseded reality.
After Mapes bit into his real lemon, six members of tne
audience abruptly rose from their seats, moved to the stage, and
promptly fell "asleep." Each one of these people had been hypnotised by Mapes a year ago. at his last James Madison
University appearance. When they were hypnotised, they were
told to go on stage and fall asleep if they were ever at a performance of PSI in which Mapes bit into a lemon.
___————————————

Even the most skeptical observer
could not have left untouched
■ft.

This almost unbelievable display of the ^ wer of hypnotism
(technically called post-hypnotic suggestion) set upstage for a
fascinating demonstration.
James Mapes is not merely a hypnotist but also an actor with
stage, television and film experience. Because of Males'
background. PSI is just as much a show as it is a display of
hypnotism Loosely based on the theme of the "Starship Psi" with
its twenty-odd hypnotised crewmembers — Mapes explored tne
vast wilderness of the mind: not only for laughs (at Mapes'
direction, close to a hundred "ballet dancers" pranced their way
to the stage, only to fall asleep after getting there), but also to
prove the point hypnosis is a viable tool for self improvement.
\

JAMES MAPES led his audience into a world
of "heightened awareness" Tuesday night at
Wilson HattrAbovei Mapea holds a ywing lady

who. through hypnosis, has regressed past the
point of her birth.

\ AT ONE POINT, a participant was told to stutter, which led to a
iminute of hapless stammering as he attempted to say his name.
tMapes then told him to stop, and the participant spoke perfectly.
Mapes used this display to illustrate how hypnosis can be effectively used in real life situations to stop stuttering or stop
smoking, lose weight, or attain whatever goals one might set.
Sae MAPES. oafle 14-
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Fall Rockout '81
Bands offer heavy metal, southern r
By CARL McCOLMAN
James
Madison
University's
reputation for sponsoring mundane
concerts was confirmed by Fall
Rockout '81 at Godwin Hall Sunday
night. Blackfoot, Def Leppard and
Johnny Van Zant performed, giving
both heavy metal and southern rock
fans a dose of their favorite music.
The audience itself was almost as
interesting as the concert. The Fall
Rockout lineup apparently catered
more to the tastes of the local high
school students than to the JMU
(

the best southern rock band to be
found. When Van Zant dedicated a
song to his brother, amid cheering,
thesong, "Standing in the Darkness."
came across merely as the younger
Van Zant's answer to "Freebird."
The best song of the 35-minute set
was the encore "Let there be Music."
A strong beat, clear vocals and
precise mix combined to make the
song worthwhile.
Def Leppard provided an interlude
to southern rock with their driving
heavy metal. The British quintet tore

Def Leppard provided an interlude to
southern rock with their driving heavy metal

population. As-well as being young,
the audience was refreshingly nonPreppie.
THE FIRST SET began promptly at
8 p.m. Johnny Van Zant is a competent enough opening act. although
he and his band fall far below the
talent of Lynyrd Skynyrd—the band
which Van Zant's older brother
Ronnie sang with until his premature
death in 1977. Unfortunately, Van
Zant is allowing his brother's ghost to
haunt his career.
Songs like "No More Dirty Deeds"
and "Only the Strong Survive" do
nothing but prove that Skynyrd is still

through a 45-minute, nine-song set
that showcased a sound in the glorious
tradition of Van Halen and Judas
Priest.
Alt notion songs HK6 Anotirer nit
and Run." "Lady Strange" and
"Rock Brigade" show promise, the
music of Def Leppard generally is
second-rate. Lead vocalist Joe Elliot
proved that his favorite method of
communication is screaming, as he
screamed his way through the lyrics,
screamed "Thank You" when the
audience applauded, and screamed
out the introductions to the songs.
See CONCERT, page 14

discs
Buddy Guy
Stone Crazy
some mean blues on this
album. And yes. Guy's
flashing, razorblade guitar
licks are downright painful in
the truest traditions of the
blues.

By BRYAN POWELL
Buddy Guy is a big name in
blues today. Through the past
twenty years, he has been an
inspiration to blues guitarists
everywhere, Eric Clapton
being his best known disciple.
But his recording career has
been spotty. His latest album,
Stone Crazy, on Alligator
Records, was recorded in
France in late 1979 and was
released here in the U.S. this
summer.
On Stone Crazy, Guy lets it
all go. The liner notesson the
LP describe his style fairly
accurately: "the raw. almbstout'-of-control guitar,'genius of
Buddy Guy." Well, almost.
Actually, Guy's guitar genius
is out of control. Simply put.
he overplays. Yes. there's

UNFORTUNATELY, in this
case the pain is excruciating.
This album is like primal
scream therapy: I'm sure
Guy feels better afterward,
"hut was it made to be listened
to? The problem is that Guy
fails to make any accounting
for guitar subtleties—often
the truest measure of genius—
and he fails to build a song
from it s mellow introductory
passages to its impending
frenetic conclusion. Instead
he makes one perilous leap,
losing in the transition
countless listeners. It's sad,
too. for .from one of the
current senior statesmen of
the blues, you would expect
more.
There is only one redeeming
song on the album. "You've
Been Gone Too Long" opens
with a Hendrix-like
hook and shows some genuine
innovation. The remainder of
the disc is pure selfindulgence.

Photo by Yo Naoaya

BLACKFOOrS RICK MEDLOCKE,
in addition to his guitar prowess.

proved to be the most talented
vocalist of Fall Rockout '81.

M(My QpajKSi»

Poking fun
at the powerful
By TIM CUMMINGS
The theme of mistaken identity is
an established motif in the movies. In
North by Northwest. Hitchcock explores the potential of suspense and
terror in such a situation. The Tall
Blond Man with One Black Shoe,
which was last week's Sunday night
movie, is a film which takes a
whimsical view of mistaken identity.
It pokes fun at the powerful while
asserting that the individual is the
beneficiary of good providence
because he is above the intrigue which
goes on about him.
THE INNOCENT VICTIM is the tall
blond man. Francios, a concert
violinist whose most clandestine
activity is a reluctant affair with his
best friend's oversexed wife. He
becomes a pawn in a power struggle between Toulouse, the chief of an
intelligence bureau, and Milan, an

over-zealous deputy of the same
organization. Milan aspires to be chief
by uncovering Toulouse's connection
in a drug-smuggling ring.
Toulouse is the perfect caricature of
an intelligence man. Like Colonel
Flagg of TV's MASH, he Is a cold,
calculating pro. These qualities are
established early in the film when we
see Toulouse's indifference to the
collapse of a jogger. Though unsympathetic, he is not stupid. He
throws Milan off track by deceiving
him to believe that Francois is the
drug smuggler.
Convinced of this. Milan begins
surveillance on Francois' flat,
complete with a wiretap, hidden
cameras and microphones. Milan has
the sophistication of technology in his
control, yet it cannot overcome his
incompetence
See FILM, page 14
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it Mapes—
'ConHtiutv.

leaving little doubt as to hypnotism's pow<n.

Mapes maintained, since the mind controls the
body and all perceptions, all human potential is
situated within the mind. Therefore, the mind is the
doorway to growth and change, and hypnotism often
is the key to that passageway.
IN ONE OF the most fascinating displays of the
evening. Mapes had three participants enter their
own pasts, and relive life at the ages of IS. 10, and 5.
With their signatures from each age written on a
blackboard, along with interviews of three five-yearolds i in twenty-year- old bodies). Mapes succeeded in
driving home the authenticity of hypnotism. A ballet
dance can be faked, but to hear an adult speak in the
timid singsong voice of a child is truly astounding.

+Film
(Continued from page 13)
MUCH TO THE DELIGHT
of the audience. Milan is
confounded by the goings-on
in Francois' flat. Could there
be a clue to the scheme behind
Francois' repeated flushings
of the toilet? Milan lives in a
world of double meanings and
double crosses: a note which
is nothing more than a love
letter prompts Milan to
demand its decoding. He has
been in the spy business so
long that to him. nothing is as
it seems.
Francois, unaware he is in
the middle, goes about un-

JLU

Again. Mapes made a point of discussing tne
therapeutic value of hypnotically delving into the
past. An adult suffering from neuroses and phobias
might find his-her problem to be solved by coming to
grips with childhood experiences — not through the
abstractions of psychoanalysis, but through the
reality (oratleastquasi-reality) of hypnosis. Also, if
an individual had a talent as a child which he or she
lost as an adult, the talent (such as playing an instrument or speaking a foreign language) could be
revived through hypnosis.
To end the program. Mapes and one final participant took a gripping hypnotic journey into one of

daunted by the events which
take place. There is no reason
why this affable klutz should
be affected. Perhaps if he was
as suspicious as a Toulouse or
Milan, he would see the
danger that awaits him. But
being vulnerable, it would not
make comic sense to have him
harmed.
For that reason, we never
fear for him. While Milan's
faction conspires to do away
with him. fate conspires to
protect him. It is not surprising
the
beautiful
Christine, one of Milan's
operators, falls in love with
him. In comedy, nice guvs

««v fWeviops' lives of the participant. To believers of
reincarnation, the process is known as past life
regression — in which the hypnotised individual
literaily regresses into the deepest recesses of their
mind, actually reliving and refeeling experiences
from the far past. Even the most sceptical observer
could not have been left untouched by the intensity of
seeing a woman relive the pleasures and pains of
forgotten memories — to the point of shedding tears
as she remembered the lessons learned in that ancient life.
After an enthusiastic standing ovation. Mapes said
good night. Needless to say, this was yet another posthypnotic suggestion, which resulted in a number of
unsuspecting audience members receiving a kiss
from the person next to them.

Sidetracks

never finish last.
The makers of Tall Blond
Man tell us in a rather
superfluous note every man is
entitled to respect for his
privacy. The message is clear
long before its appearance at
the conclusion.

THE FABULOUS THUNDERBIRDS will be
performing in Wilson Hall at 8 p.m. Saturday
night. Tickets are $4 with student identification
and $5 fortms^eneral public See story, page 12,
for details.
v./

THIS SUNDAY'S
free
movie will be Repulsion, a
psychological drama directed
by Roman Polanski. At
regular University Program
Board prices. The Elephant
Man will be showing in
Grafton-Stovall Theatre this
Friday and Saturday night.

Several student acts will be highlighted at
MAXIMS student coffeehouse on Friday night.
Performers include: Tom Baldwin, Steve Foote.
Tom Jennings and Dave Nicholson. The show
begins at 8 p.m. in Chandler Hall. Admission is
free.
DR. CYNTHIA A. EBY. an assistant professor
of English here, will give a reading of her poems
in a.m. Sunday at Emmanual Episcopal Church
on South Main Street in Harrisonburg.

Canto* to i$i*td 8te

d

THE
SUN ROOM
Cm* mat taf
#

Special this week

IKAftot Tea wilt Lmm Skmtu
(16 »}.) ug. '4.50

Hm '3.50
V 434-9469

51 Court Square

Photo by Nancy L« White

DEF LEPPARD members working hard.

*Concert
the audience appreciated it. Songs like "Every
Man Should Know." "Fly Away." "On the
Run." and "Too Hard to Handle" were wellAfter "Wasted," Def Leppard abruptly left
received by the crowd.
the stage. The band made its intention not to
The final encore of the evening was a
give an encore clear by raising the house
raunchy but surprisingly well-done rendition of
lights.
"Highway Song." The jamming at the end of
the song was just long enough to be a showy
SHORTLY AFTER 10 p.m.. Blackfoot took to
display, but not long enough to be boring.
the stage. Of the three bands, it put on the most
Although Fall Rockout generally was a
professional show. It was still not astounding.
display of mediocrity, this cannot be totally
After opening with "Gimme Gimme Gimme."
blamed on the bands. Each show promise, yet
the band showcased material from all three of
none of them deserve to be headlining a show.
their albums.
Of course, if a concert's merits were judged
Rick Medlocke proved to be the best vocalist
solely on the audience behavior, then Fall
of the evening. Both Medlocke and Charlie
Rockout was a success. If nothing else. BlackHargrett displayed talented guitar work.
foot. Def Leppard and Johnny Van Zant gave
Blackfoot's music is much more varied and
the audience what they wanted: loud music
me,0
Wte?/3.$?T.d[Jte .DWWgAw*. and. • and-the opportunity to« raise tt Httte heH.' *" •
(Continued from page 13)
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All tennis wear

regularly 14.95-18.95
TM.
NOW $10.00
Adidas soccer shirts
regularly 14.00
NOW $10.00
JMU Hats regularly 6.95
NOW $ 4.00
Selected T-shirts & Baseball
shins
NOW $3.99
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UNIVERSITY
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THE

ElfflHANT

featuring
Tom Baldwin
Steve Foote
Dave Nicholson
Tom Jennings
September 25 8:00
Free!
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Get in
on the
action

—

Americans are
action-oriented — \ve
don't just sit back and
\vai{ for things to
happen - we make
them happen. You can
make things happen
in cancer control.
When you include the
American Cancer Society in your will,
when you give securities, when you participate in a pooled
income fund or make
the Society a beneficiary of life insurance or an annuity,
you are part of the
action - the action
against cancer.
All of these plans
provide tax advantages but there's
more to them than
that. They provide
funds for research,
public education and
patient service and
help improve the
-qualityoTIife for
cancer patients.
For further information, call your local
ACS Unit or write to
the Crusade Department of the American
Cancer Society, 777
Third Avenue, New
York. N.Y. 10017. Get
in on the action...

The
action
against
cancer
Wait, you guys, the Molson party is tomorrow night.

amsrican c»
cancer society ^

Send 3 people to

STUDENT DISCOUNT!
CERTIFICATE

EXPRESSIONS HAIR CUTTERS
Get your next haircut for FREE
Referrals will be kept
track of as they visit
BE SURE TO HAVE FULL NAME
OF PERSON SENDING YOU
Ask for Kim or Ginger.

1431 &Main St.

(Valid9-2H-81 through 10-3-81)
Buy a great fall look in shoes today and SAVE OVER 30%!
See our men's and women's campus casuals by

REG.$58.

Now $39.95

^^•OJJK

with this certificate
Crafted of sturdy, beautifully grained leathers, chrome tanned to glove
softness. Hand lasted and handsewn by skilled craftsmen for perfect fit and
day-Jong comfort. Rugged V1BRAM*soles. Three eyelet tie with rawhide
laces. A quality shoe at a bargain price!
Men s sizes 7-13

Women's sizes 5-10

40 SOUTH LIBERTY STREET, HARRISONBURG
TUES-SAT 10AM 6PM
434 9484

^
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Hdbnan scores two goals

JMU dominant in 3-0 victory over Hollins
By IAN KATZ
In a game which was even more one-sided than the final score
indicated, the James Madison University women's field hockey
team trounced visiting Hollins College. 3-0 on Tuesday.
The win upped JMU's record to 1-0-1. Last Thursday the
Duchesses tied the University of Richmond, 1-1.
Only one statistic—shots taken—is needed to show how
thoroughly the Duchesses dominated Hollins. JMU fired 30 shots
on goal, compared to just two by Hollins.
JMU took control early, keeping the action in Hollins' territory.
With only 3:46 gone in the first half, the Duchesses* Joyce Metcalf
took a pass from teammate Chris Bauer from the right side and
scored the team's first goal
The Duchesses continued to keep play within a 30-foot radius of
Hollins' goal and their aggressive attack paid off when Sarah
Hellman scored on a pass from Gator Estes
at the 9:56 mark.
Hollins' goalie. Lee Canby. was the victim of JMU's onslaught.
But Canby held her ground extremely well, making 25 saves.
Canby was in a familiar position of defending Hollins' goal
agaiast a JMU barrage when Hellman knocked the ball loose
from a crowd and forced it by Canby to give the Duchesses a 3-0
lead with 5:30 left in the first half.
The Duchesses continued to dominate
the second half, but
could not manage to score.
v
Hollins rarely moved the ball across mid-field and most of the
time it was on defease.
This weekend the Duchesses host an invitational tournament
that begins Friday afternoon. Two teams that are participating,
Appalachian State University and Longwood College, received
votes in the Division I National Coaches Field Hockey Poll.
see TOURNAMENT PAIRINGS page 19

JMU OUTSHOT Hollins 30-2 en route to a 3-0 win is Sarah Hellman scored two goals.

BfMIt FIX Pholo

Liberty Baptist: a needed win
By JEFF NUCKLES
James
Madison
University's
football team will take a 0-2 record on
the road this Saturday against Liberty
Baptist College. Kickoff atLynchburg
City Stadium is scheduled for 7:30
p.m.
Even in the wake of the offensive
disaster displayed the past two weeks,
the Dukes should not b* able to continue their mockery dKbaJl control
"We believe James Madison has a
very good football team." Flames'
coach Tom Dowling said. "We've
been looking at the films and think

Dukes %&&
«..«»•«»..

i..•«,

they are a much better team than
their record indicates."
Both squads enter the contest
winless. Division II Liberty Baptist. 03. lost its home opener last week to
Carson-Newman College. 21-0, while
JMU had its home opener spoiled by
Austin Peay State University. 13-7.
"They're struggling like we are,"
Dukes' coach ChaMace McMillin said.
"Someone is going to come out with a
win and we plan on it being us."
JMU's 28 rushing attempts last
week were the fewest in the school's
history for a single game ar
tributed largelyJAthe Duk«
21:17 time of diKsion
It is no S€
ball and ifj
last Satur
Dukes
this

"We ve^nWia^^Bme consii
performances on the field." McMillin
said. "Our kids aren't giving up and
they feel confident going into
Saturday's game."
With the prospect of a good running
game against the Flames, it is almost
« sure bet JMU will come out
throwing Saturday night.
The Dukes had success passing in
last season's 30-14 win over Liberty
Baptist as Frankie Walker threw for
Ifil yards including a 48-yard touchdown strike. C
This season however, quarterback
Tom Bowles has completed only 41
percent (14 for 34) of his aerial ati« t

JI

'* »-rr » tr i t rr r ■

tempts for a meager 166 yards and no
touchdowns.
Dowling still hinted respect for
Bowles saying. "We know we've got to
watch him carefully. Bowles can win
a game with one flick of his arm."
After being stifled by Appalachian
State University two weeks ago,
receiver Gary Clark exploded with
five receptions for^j yards against
have another
Austin Peay anj
very suspect
big game
Flames' s
tions tied his
Clark's
record and his
I sin
Second best singlerds
eiving total in JMU

Flames

ndary must make
en Is I^IM a Liberty
passiitf^ ^Rnat averaged
yara^ergame going into
ast week's contest.
JMU has given up four touchdowns
ssing in two games with only one
_ rception and has allowed opnents to complete over 50 percent of
Jheir throws.
blames' quarterback jeu'Wnson
has completed 54 percent of his tosses Vield as last season except for quarthis year with four touchdowns but terback.
has eight interceptions Benson likes
Coming out of the Flames' backto throw to senior receiver Chris field. JMU will have to pay particular
Patterson. Liberty Baptist's leading attention to Greg Mosely. Mosely ran
receiver with 13 catches for 232 yards for 133 yards on 33 carries last week
and two touchdowns,
and although he has not started either
"We've just got to play good football of Liberty Baptist's last two games,
to win." Dowling stated. "We haven't he leads the team in rushing with 266
played well all year but are looking to yards
No matter how the game is sized up
have a good game this weekend."
Liberty Baptist ruhs an option at- on paper. JMU is the better football
tack from their multiple set offense team and this is one of the games they
and will return with the same back- must win to have a successful year.
r,.T.I
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Duchosscsrebound;
thrash in-state foes;
raise record to 2-5

By STKVK LOCKAHI)
The James Madison University women's
volleyball team rebounded from last
weekend's thrashing in the George
Washington Invitational Tournament to
defeat both Mary'Washington College and
the University of Virginia Tuesday night.
The Duchesses knocked off Mary
Washington 15-6 in their first match. In the
night cap. JMU defeated host Virginia »«%
4.13-15 and 15-7 to up its season record to z*5.
"Against Mary Washington we started
slow, but we began playing well towards
the end of the first game." said co-captain
Linda Schmidt, a junior transfer from the
University, of Maryland.
First year coach Judy Novinc felt Mary
Washington's offease was the reason for
the slow start. "They were pretty weak
offensively and it took us a while to adjust." she explained."From then on I
thought we played well."
The match against Virginia proved to be
a bit tougher for the Duchesses, it took
them three games to defeat Virginia. "I
felt our first game against UVA (a 15-4
victory) was our best effort." said Novinc.
"After that we substituted more and didn't
play quite as well."
"I'm very pleased so far.' continued
Novinc. "We've had a big turnover from

last season, with about half of our players
being new We can only get better.
"We've been hitting the ball well and our
blocking is also coming along. Our transition from offense to defense still needs
work as does our coverage. Overall we are
n very scrappy team and I like that "
Despite the 2-5 record, the team remains
v^rv;. optimistic "I know thexecord looks
'toed'." says co captain Rarb Baker, the
team's only senior, "hut we played some
very good teams in that first tournament.
We are very young and we have a lot of
talent."
The Duchesses' next test will be when
they travel to George Mason University to
play in the George Mason Invitational
Tournament this weekend.
The event will consist of ten teams
divided up into two groups. In JMU's
divison will be VPI. William and Mary,
George Mason, and Mary Washington,
with Navy. Towson State, Galludet,
Catonsville and VCU rounding out the
other group. The top two teams from each
division will advance to the semi-finals on
Sunday.
"This tournament is much more on our
level." stated Novinc."Last week we were
a little over our heads. If we play like we
are able, we should do very well."

htramural playoffs set;
Bombers pre-tourney pick
By KATHY KOROLKOFF
Sitting atop the A league of
. men's intramural basketball
with a 5-0 record, the Bombers
appear unbeatable with the
start of the playoffs two days
away.
But when the playoffs do
begin, the regular season will
be forgotten, the slate wiped
clean. Almost 75 teams, some
with enormous talent, will be
fighting for the 1981 title, and
the outcome may not match
the expectations.

«>•
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One team capable of surprising last year's champion
Bombers is the D league
Funkadelics.
According to team mem- bers. the club wanted to play
in A league, but a friend
signing the squad up failed to
indicate league preference,
and they were randomly
placed in D league.
The Funkadelics began
their season with a 62-37
victory
over CCM
II.
Following a forfeit win' over
the Medicine Show, they
routed the Bakery, 44-28.
On Sept. 16 they continued
their command of D league,
blasting Kappa Sigma. 54-40.
Intramural Director Mike
Parry calls the Funkadelics
the "sleeper team" of the
upcoming tournament.
"They're too good for D
league." he said. "They could
be the surprise Cinderella
team of the playoffs."
The squad competed last
year in B league as the Funk.
, making it to the final 16
teams Six members of last
year's squad have returned
this year, including leading
scorer John Key.
He feels his club has a "3-1
chance of winning the title."
"If we had been in A league
we would have faced better
competition and we'd be much
more prepared to face the
Bombers." Key said.
Funkadelic forward Bill
Walton noted the team's only
shortcoming was a lack of
height

"We're lacking a real true
big man." he said.
So although the odds are on
the Bombers to repeat as
intramural champs, tough
underrated teams like the
Funkadelics will provide
excellent competition and
possibly a few upsets in this
year's playoffs.
In this week's action, the
Bombers crushed the Nac, 7034. on Sept. 15 and on Tuesday
night they defeated the
Tallywackers, 71-45.
The OZ's have captured
second place in A league with
a 4-1 record.
In B league, a'hattle for first
place was waged Tuesday
night between the Squad and
Tri-Hump. both teams entered
the contests undefeated with
4-0 marks.
But Tri-Hump proved no
match for the hustling Squad
team who came away with a
50-36 victory
and
sole
possession of first place.
Earlier in the week, the
Squad blasted the Club. 54-33.
while Tri-Hump was defeating
CCM I. 64-41. ,
The 69ers have claimed first
place in C league by defeating
the Rejects. PA's. Trojans
and Knights. On Tuesday
night they remained undefeated with a 52-34 rout of'
the Dangerfields.
Sigma Nu continued its
domination of Championship
Division I with a 39-32 victory
over Sigma Phi Epsilon
Monday night.
The second spot in Division I
belongs to Theta Chi, who
defeated a tough Pi Kappa Phi
club Monday night. 48-39. to
raise their record to 3-1.
• Hanson and White are
deadlocked at 3-0 at the top of
Championship Division II.
White outlasted Hoffman.
43-28. on Sept. 15. and Monday
night they were 46-43 winners
over Sigma Pi.
Undefeated squads for the
1981 season include: the
Bombers. A league: Squad, B
league: 69ers. C league:

Funkadelics.
D
league:
Smoke and IKE II, E league:
Net Set. F league: Wolfpack.
G legue: Theta Chi B and
Dirtbags. H league: Rockets
II. I. league: Tall Boys. J
league, and No Good, L
league.
The final regular sea&wi
game will be played at 2:15 on
Sunday. At 3 o'clock Sunday,
the "second season," the
playoffs, begin.
The single elimination
tournament is devised so that
the top team plays the worst
team, the second place club
plays the second from last
squad, and so on.
All teams that did not forfeit
a game during the regular
season will participate in the
playoffs.
Winners of the tournament
will
receive
T-shirts
proclaiming them 1981 intramural basketball champs.

Photo bv David L Johnion

Photo by OcvM L Johnton

WITH TOURNAMENT play set to begin the Bombers appear to be the team to beat with the
Funkadelics posing as a possible dark-horse contender for the intramural basketball title.
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Harriers lose to Via. Tech
Hv KKNNV SOTIIOKON
-We were much closer this year than in years past." said
James Madison University's cross country coach Ed Witt after
losing a dual meet to Virginia Tech 22-33.
'Overall team time was much better in this meet than the last
especially since the course was much tougher " Witt said
T
fi ! ru ner ,0
T w? ™
"
complete the five mile course was Virginia
Tech s Ricky Geer. with a time of 25:44. JMU's first runner to
cross he me was sophomore Mark Nichols, who finished second
overall with a time of 26:13.
«*•««

CLUB/ROOM - DELICATESSEN
Imported Cheeses
Gourmet Items of all Nations
caterint
Mon-Sat
Sun IOAM
00 W. Water Harrisonburg
434-7647

Sandwiches (Eat In - Take Out)
Wine & Beer (On &Off)
8AM - 1AM
- I AM
II0 S. Jefferson Lexinston
463-3338

RT£hJa?tU,red J^W and fourtn P<»'t'ons. while the DukesBobby Hicks finished fifth overall and second for JMU with 26 55
Mc a iels fi ish
IJI?C«,
2 "
" ^ sixth overall closely pursued'by
JMU s Steve Huffman. David Montgomery completed the scoring
for Tech finishing eighth but was followed by five Dukes Derrick
Young. Richard Barney. David Garlow. Nixon, and Hershey
We are making steady progress and improvement, which is
what we are aiming for." said Witt.
"Tech is returning its entire team from last year's co-state
champion team, and they are good," Witt said
"We still need to work on moving the pack up closer to Nichols
Rap and continue
?„?frSrJ
to improve our conditioning,"
stated Witt.

mpty
"Pockets
They Play Music—
Friday, Saturday and Sunday

"We are really anxious to run in our next meet because it will be
the siteof the state meet held in the later part of the season It will
also include some good teams like Richmond. George Mason and

Sunday night Open Stage
The West Water St. Water Rats

Tournament
Jo Mama T-Shirt Raffle for MS
every musician in town will be there.
68-70 West Water St
across from the parking deck

FRIDAY GAMES

TIME

JMU vs. Towson State Univ

3:00 p.m.

Longwood College vs. Appalachian State Univ.

4:30 p.m.

E Mennonite College vs E. Kentucky Univ.

6:00 p.m.

SATURDAY GAMES

Phone 433-914

E. Mennonite College vs. Appalachian State U. 9:30 a.m.
&

The Breeze
— Personals.
The next best thing to long.distance!!
■a

"Frankly My Dear,
riltafceA BLUE
IBBON.

i
i
i
i
i

JMU vs. E Kentucky Univ.

n :oo a.m.

E. Mennonite College vs. Longwood College

12:30 p.m.

JMU vs Appalachian State Univ.

2:00 p.m.

Longwood College vs. E. Kentucky Univ.

3:30 p.m.

note: All games will be played at Madison Stadium.
^\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\m\\\\\\^^^^^

Shoney's Feature Value

Katt'O Found!
Dinner
$'

Bison taste... Big on value!
• A full hall-pound of ground beef patty topped
with golden onion rings.
• Served with French fries (or baked potato
5-IOpm).
• Toasted Grecian bread.
• SHONEY'S ALLYOU-CANEAT SOUP &
SALAD BAR!
Thank you for coming to.:.

SBONEKS
i
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Classifieds
For Sale
FOR SALE: Single bed <74"x
31"x 15") mattress with lightweight boxsprings on rollers.
$15.00. Call Cathy 434-4159
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DOONESBURY
WE'RE BACK'TM TALKING BY
PHONE TO MR. LARRY CLEAVER,
HEAP OF CONNEdlCUrS CONTROVERSIAL NEW PREPPY
ERADICATION PROGRAM■■
/

by Garry Trudeau
MR CLEAVER, ASIDE
FROM AERIAL SPRAYING, m
WILL YOU BE TAKING
LLy-r
OTHER MEASURES TO ng^m
CONTROL PREPPOPULA- MARK

WHAT WE'RE TRYING T0D0ISGET
THE AVERAGE OVEN MOW®
V THIS END, THE STATE WILLBE 6RANTIN6TAX CREPnS TO
ANIONE WHO TWINS H9X OR
a. SHIRTS.

FOR SALE: Avon for the man
or woman in your 'life. Call
298-4634. Kathy.

Wanted
WANTED:Female roommate
Beautiful 3 bedroom brick
house with fireplace. 2 blocks
from JMU! $110 per month
utilities included. 434-5304
before 10:30 a.m. or after 5:00
p.m. Ask for Norm or Bart.

MR. CLEAVER, tM SURE MANY \
PEOPLE ARE WONDERING RIGHT
NOW IF THERE ISNT SOME LES6
RADICAL WAY OF CCNWOLUNG
THE SPREAD OF PREPPIES TMN
'AERIAL SPRAY-

FOR INSTANCE, HAVE YOU
CONS/PEREP DISRUPTING
THE REPRODUCTIVE CYCLE
OF ADULT PREPPIES?

YES, BUT THE PROBLEM THERE
15 THAT PREPPIES MAW SO
RARELY, AW THEN ONLY
ON THE ADVICE OF THEIR
FAMILY ATTORNEYS.

US..
WANTED: Robust Christians
willing to be involved in a
Church community. Back
row types will not be interested. Time is required.
Pay is negligible but rewards
overwhelming.
Apply at
Trinity Presbyterian Church.
S. High and Maryland.
Worship 9:30 Sunday morning.

PJEU-, SIR, WHEN OLD PREPS
DIE OFF, THENEWmLAUlS
NOW ALLOW BABY PREPPIES
TO RETAIN THEIR FAMILY
FORTUNES INTACT. GNTTHIS
JUST ONE MORE BREAK fOR
THE WELL-HEELED?

WANTED: Female Student.
One space available in
"Foxhaven" on Main Street.
$128 per month. 433-2782.
HELP
WANTED:
Ex
perienced help needed for
dairy farm. For afternoon and
evening milkings from about
3:00 to 7:00. Part-time. 8332352.

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,
1 HAVE ONLY ONE THING
TO SAY 10 YOU ON THE
SUBJECT-THEGREATESTPREPOF THEM ALL, F.
SCOTT FITZGERALD, DIED
VIRTUALLY PENNILESS.

H0WAB0UT
CP09S-BREEDING mi, WE'RE
THEM H/TTH
TRYING TO
HIGH SCHOOL
AVOID THAT
GRADUATES? KINDOFSOOAL
ENGINEERING.

UM..YOUR
P0INTBEIN6,
SIR?
f
'

NEVER
AGAIN.

/

Services
SPOTSWOOD SERVICES:
Steam Cleaners announces its
dorm room special. For only
$10 we will professionally
steam clean any dorm room
carpet up to 150 sq. ft Call 4346612 between8a.m. and 4 p.m.
for an appointment.

Stars On Campus

by Pat Butters, Paul Doherty

SPOTSWOOD
SERVICES:
Steam Cleaners is offering a
10 percent discount to all
faculty members off of our
already low prices. Any living
room, dining room and
hallway steam cleaned for
only $29.95. Call 434-6612
between 8 a.m.and 4 p.m. for
more details and an appointment
ELECTRONIC
EARRING
AND PIN: Hot. red Love Lite
comes complete with a minibattery. Guaranteed to lite up
your nite life. Send $6.00 for
one or $10.00 for two to:
Trading Box 1007-a. Warwick.
R ' "•>H§frr: -nf

Personals
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ROGO'S ROOTERS: Thanks
for a short, but fun time
during the softball tournament. Maybe next spring
we won't have to wake up on
Saturday mornings with our
hangovers still with us.
Thanks JeffB.. John B.. Rich
S.. Mike V.. Mark O.. David
H.. D Riz. Joe M.. Greg H..
and special thanks to Bob D.
for playing with his hangover
Sat. mornings. Signed. D.
Rogo.

Morbid Comics

by Dave McConnelL, Scott McClelland
THIS ISrfrpWEOF
THOSE G«C BARS
IS IT?

.t
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Pertonalt
PATTY ANN: Happy Birthday to the world's greatest
friend and roomie! Love.
Maura Jean.
CHIP: Sorry for the oversight... We still- love you and
hope this birthday is one of
your happiest! The Little
Sisters of Sigma Nu.
TO THE OLD WHITE
FAMILY: We just wanted to
let you know we still love you,
even if we've become distant
relatives. Two previous liveins.
MARK AND KENNY: We
miss you since you moved to
Gifford. Where are our GH
exams? We promise we'll
improve! Your students in
Cumberland. PS. How about
a little Backgammon?
APT. 157: Hey neighbors.
You're the greatest. Thanks
for being there and caring. TB

I
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NET SET: Scott. Robb. Paul
Dave. Steve. Bill. Jim. Jeff
You're a great basketball
team Keep up the good work!
I^ove. Your Cheerleading
Squad.
DO YOU WANT TO PLAY
DUNGEONS . .AND
DRAGONS!
Experienced
player looking for beginners
to play one night a week
Friday or Saturday. No experience necessary.
Will
teach while I learn the art of
D.Ming. Call M-W-F 12-2 Ask
for Hugh 433-3744.

good thru
10-21

WALK WITH A GROUP OF
INDIVIDUALS:
Go TRI
SIGMA.

PRISSY - Hope you had a
swinging time at the DNR. SLOPPY
Hey N.L .. I wish you have a
nice weekend with your
family, but 'don't forget to
study for those big tests and
quizes you are going to have
next week. Oh by the way next
time we go out on date,
remind me not to take you to
the Steak House.
Your
Vicious Photographer.

Buy One
Fish
Sandwich
Get Your
Second

tl CarftM St.

by Mark Legan

JUDGE NOT THAT YE BE
NOT JUDGED: As one wise
Raggedy Ann once said. There
shall come a time when
Raggedy Ann will be more
than a household word: She'll
become a household terror!
Andy meet me at 3:30 for
switchblade practice. Ann.
TO MY JACOOZIE: Happy
Aniversary! Can you believe
it has already been a year?
We have got many more long
years ahead of us—may each
and every one be as good as
the first! I love you, your little
doc.

SPECIAL
LUNCH
COUPONS

Brcak-On-Thru

TO KENNY AND ALL THE
OTHER GUYS who helped
build the loft :" '"'^.'rTMiiitwj, *«* *
Thanks so much. You were all
a big help.

JUST WHEN YOU THOUGHT
slumber parties were out of
style a revival has occured. P
and S Shank I Slumber Services now operating offering a
variety of services including
after-midnight disco dancing.
Thursday night dinner parties
and
Sunday
breakfasts.
B.Y.O.P. and prepare for the
unexpected cause some tell us
(we don't remember) it gets
pretty wild!

Buy OneChicken
Sandwich
Get Your
Second

V2 PRICE

GARY: We can't thank you
enough for all the hard work
you did for us. We really
appreciate it! Love Always.
Sandy. Elena, and Lynn.

GRATEFUL DEAD

72 PRICE

MANIC DEPRESSION is
touching my soul... I know
what I want but I just don't
know... how to go about gettin'
it...
All classified ads should be brought to
The Brctze office in the basement of
Wine-Price, with payment enclosed and
issue dates specified, no later than I
p.m. Monday for Thursday's Issue, and
no later man2 p.m. Friday for Monday's
issue Rates are '21 00 for 0-50 words.
1175 for 5175 words and * 05 for each
additional word above '5 words.

WERNER'S

good thru

Party Package Store
915 S. ifi^StmT 434^895

10-21
A**Twd*

433-1531

turn left on South High Street
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Legal age beer - 19 other alcohol bev. - 21

-wm—

Old Milwaukee 12 oz. cans 1.89 6 pk.
Tuborg Gold 12 oz. bottles 1.99 6 pk.
Busch 1.99
Black Label 1.49
Molson Ale & Beer 2.99 6 pk.
Mickey Malt Liquor 1.89 6 pk.
Stroh's Party Pac 12/12 oz. botdes 3.99
Free Ice
Keg Room Specials
Old Milwaukee VA keg 15,95
"Your choice" 25.95
V2 keg - Old Milwaukee - Schlitz Malt Liquor Bull 25.95 "Free ice"

0000 TIME
ROCK & ROLL

20 lb. ice 1.69
Milk Shenandoah Pride 2.09 gal.
Potatoes 10 lb. bag no. 1 1.29
Pretzel's Snyders reg. 1.09 .89
Lemonade - fruit punch 1.69 ga.
Eggs ex-large .89 doz.

J

Snacks, &ieeses,chips#party supplies
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Viewpoint

Request Locks
Tonight's letter to the editor is well worth reading. We withheld
the 15 signers' names to protect their privacy. Lack of privacy is
what sparked the letter.
The women complain of intrusions in to their suites and call for
installation of suite locks. We do not know if the intrusions
described are common, but we do know that attacks and
harrassment of women on campus have increased in the past
year. We agree with the writers-two dorms with suite locks are
too few.
Jim Krivoski. assistant director of residence halls and commuting students, says that no dorm has made an official request
for the locks. We would like to help. Below is a clip-out petition for
suite locks. If you support the idea. sign it and send it "To whom it
conceras. housing office. Alumnae Hall." fe sure to include your
dorm name so that housing can keep tally.
_
Only one petition per student, please-we don't think it needs to
be in triplicate to be official

1

1 TO whom it concerns:
.. . .., «_'_
Please consider this my formal request that suite locks be j
| installed
in
village
dorms.

|

°

'1

I signed «give dorm name).

j

I Comments:
i

1

j
. ■

»
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To Whom It Concerns
Housing Off ice
Alumnae Hall

i
i

j
]
i
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Chrysalis needs funding
By DAVID LETSON
Webster's Dictionary defines "university"
as "All together, the whole, the universe. An
institution organized for teaching and study in
the higher branches of learning."
In 1977 the name of this institution was
changed from Madison College to James
Madison University. The latter, as Webster's
suggests, connotes a diverse, mature institution of higher learning more so than does
Madison College. Stressed as this change was,
it must have been made at least partly to express the spirit that this institution was now
growing, both in terms that could be expressed
in enrollment figures and in others that could
not.
To kick once again an often-kicked dog—the
budget of Chrysalis. JMU's annual art-literary
magazine, was cut this year by 40 percent,
from $5,000 to $3,000. Art works, because of the
cost of color, ink separation, high grades of
paper, and other charges incurred for their
presentation, are more expensive to put in the
magazine—The art section of Chrysalis, then,
will bear the burden if the reduced budget
proves final and if the editors of Chrysalis fail
in their efforts to find supplementary funding.
I had literature published in last year's
Chrysalis. I am not an art student, and,
frankly. I do not understand all of the art works
in past issues of Chrysalis, nor could I assure
skeptics what they were meant to be. But I do
know that being published is a special experience for an artist. Not because it's an ego
trip and not simply because it's something to
put in one's portfolio to get a job later. What is
special is that you have used your mind to
experiment and to create That is part of
learning and part of a university. "All
together, the whole, the universe."
Art faculty member Jack McCaslin had this
to say: "As it stands. Chrysalis, the Sawhill
Gallery, and Zirkle House are the only public
venues locally for student's individual art. And
Chrysalis is particularly significant since it is
published and it circulates. If it was cut back
or eliminated, the exposure of student art
would be severely limited. The university
should acknowledge Chrysalis' right to exist.".
If the budget cut seems at all heartless, it
does not appear unsystematic or uncalculated.
Facing a cut in his own printing budget of 30
percent. Donald McConkey. dean of the fine
arts and communication school, said he
believes "a nice, straight-forward, quality
brochure with no frills, posters or records"
still could be produced this year.
Commenting at a different time, Alan
Neckowitz. Chrysalis adviseY and communication arts faculty member, replied that
a good quality, no frills basic booklet with
minimal color would be "certain to cost more
than-three "

A contradiction exists here because of the
vague definition of "no frills." Would a "no
frills" magazine include color? Neckowitz
thinks so and said it would be "very sad" if this
year's issue did not. Judging from, his
estimate. McConkey apparently disagrees.
Can a line be drawn between what is
necessary and what is an experimental
"frill"? In (he charter of Chrysalis it says, "To
pursue its goals. Chrysalis must enjoy a degree
of freedom in presenting the diversity of artistic and literary endeavors." Is experimenting not necessary in a magazine
whose format is based on experimenting?
"Chrysalis does not try to fulfill the function
of a mass communications magazine but is
rather a fine arts endeavor." commented art
faculty member Michael Brodsky. Further
defending the format of Chrysalis, he added,
"Too often the university and student government try to appeal only to the widest common
denominator which excludes those interested
in specific academic or cultural pursuits. You
need diversity. A strong university is
characterized by creative and intellectual
expression."
In response to the budget cut, Nancy Tompkins. managing editor of Chrysalis, plans to
approach both the SGA and outside corporations for additional funding. Though in the
past the SGA-Chrysalis relationship has been
difficult and corporate funding may not prove
any better. Tompkins sees no other alternative.
''This is.something I have to do to save my
reputation and that of this year's Chrysalis. I
realize I am setting a precedent for next year's
editor to be responsible for 40 percent of the
budget, but to keep the magazine experimental, the additional funding is a great
part."
In the mid-1970s. Chrysalis operated with a
budge1! as high as $10,000. This year's budget is
$3,000: the declining trend of allocations
contrasts the rising enrollment figures here
since the mid-'70s. Inflation also has further
eroded these allocations. Chrysalis remains
the only publication on campus with unpaid
editors
Ultimately the matter is not how much the
football team, building and grounds, the
business school, or anyone else gets. The
survival of Chrysalis as an experimental entity
is at stake. Is the conscience of a university
worth $2,000? Chrysalis, while not the complete
conscience of this iastitution. is an expressive
unit, and dependent upon its survival in its
experimental format is. in my opinion, intellectual and creative expression on this
campus and thus the right of this institution to
be called a university.
I invite any responses to this article.
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"Readers' Forum
Suite locks should be installed in village
To the editor
I was both pleased and upset
to read the article about suite
locks in the Sept. 21 issue of
The Kreeie. I was pleased the
suite lock issue was getting
some coverage and upset with
the responses from Jim
Krivoski. assistant director
for resident halls and commuting students, and the
general research done by Jill
Howard, the writer of the
article.
To begin with. Jim Krivoski
says the decision about locks
will be based on last year's
surveys. Housing officials had
the entire summer to review
the findings, not to mention
that the survey results were
reported in favor of suite locks
last semester. Krivoski has

heard
"through
the
grapevine" that the locks are
wanted, but still no action is
taken. No formal requests
have been made. Krivoski
said. Maybe someone ought to
check the incoming mail and
the increase in calls by
parents about suite locks. I
also advise housing to watch
for "formal" written requests
by Head Residents and
residents. Would a formal
request speed up the reading
of those elusive surveys?
I feel real sorry for the
Huffman resident who had
two guys suddenly appear in
her suite selling tickets. I
know what that is like. I also
know what it is like to be
awakened at2 a.m. by guys
banging on the room door and

yelling, or to find a guy passed
out on the suite sofa, or Xo
have a guy stand in the suite
doorway, drop his pants and
masturbate.
Krivoski points out that
locks help personalize suites
and keep valuables safe. What
about keeping students safe? I
realize the locks are expensive but it seems like
James Madison University

would be able to afford suite
locks if it can afford bug lights
for Gibbons Dining Hall and
new tennis courts!
How about installing the
locks on the first floor of every
girls' dorm, then working up
to the second and third floors
instead of going "gradually,
several dorms at a time."
It was also mentioned the

new doors make a lot of noise.
I would welcome knowing
someone was coming into the
suite. Maybe housing should
consider the possibility of a
girl getting up in the middle of
the night to go to the bathroom
and being attacked or raped in
her own suite. Please do not
wait any longer to install suite
locks: we need them now!
Signed by IS girls
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Students bugged in D-hall
Make bug lights interesting
By JILL HOWARD
Eighteen thousand dollars can buy a lot of
beer.
Eighteen thousand dollars can buy a lot of
books. Eighteen thousnd dollars can buy a lot of
things vital to college living, but it seems

and add some atmosphere to the dining rooms.
- Ch\ they could add extra bulbs and turn the
lights into sunlamps so we could get a tan while
we eat. Bikinis and Speedo bathing suits would
really add atmosphere to D-hall!
Maybe they could even make the bug lights
James Madison-University has chosen to spend flash on and off. play Bee Gees music, and
this very large amount of money to buy bug create a "Disco D-hall" that would rival the
lights that electrocute innocent flies whose only food for causing idigestion.
crime was flying into D-hall
Making it through the doors intp D-hall is
lethal punishment in itself. They could have
killed flies a lot more cheaply by just sticking
leftover French toast on a few walls and using
it as fly paper.
•

D-hal food shouldn't attract
fliet anyway

But no. While tuition and book prices get
higher and financial aid drops lower, the administration indulges us with bug lights.

Anything would be better than just plain old
boring blue lights that do nothing but fry a fly
once an hour.

Why didn't they spend the. $18,000 toward
putting a McDonald's franchise into D-hall and
serve food that does not attract flies in the first
place?
I'm not impressed.
If they are going to have the bug lights in Dhall. the least they could do would be to make
the lights do more than kill flies.

I personally never noticed that D-hall had a
"fly problem" in the first place.
What I have noticed, though, is that I don't
find crunchy things in my spaghetti any more,
and the breakfast biscuits are no longer advertised as containing raisins. I really got
suspicious when the hamburgers started
tasting like soy beans again.
I can't help but wonder what they're doing
with the dead flies from the bug burners. But I
do know one thing: the next time I go to the
bar. I'm taking a second look at the bacon bits.

They could put those really tacky black
velvet posters of Ted Nugent or black widow
spiders around the lights so they would glow

.*
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The Book Fair Man

Leight on Evans sells for less
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By MARTHA STEVENS
Leighton Evans collects books—about 75,000
of them.
Evans and his family own the Green Valley
Auction Barn two miles east of Mount
Crawford, where he holds a new and old book
fair four times a year.
"I had an auction here for 18 years, then it
started to be an auction on Friday and a book
sale on Saturdays." he said. "I started with
just old books upstairs (in the barn) while the
stables were still downstairs."
Evans aims his book sales for four particular
times of the year. "I try to catch JMU before
graduation, during that last weekend of April,
and then the last full weekend in September,"
he said, adding, "1 also have one the weekend
after the Fourth of July weekend and then one
later on the weekend closest to Nov. 10."
The book selection is varied, but the prices
are not so. Most of the books sell for $2 to $3,
new.
Buying books from New York publishers is
one way Evans gets his books. He also travels
to other states. "Maine is the farthest I've been
to get books." b° ":A-.jjj^riing that books
always can be found in antique shops.
Evans' books are reasonable so that a lot of
people can buy them. "It's harder on students.
They're on a tighter budget." he added.
Some of the books in Evans' downstairs are
new books, but they are classified as hurt or
remaindered books. Hurt books are ones with
slightly torn or minor scratches on the bindings. Remaindered books are ones that are no
longer published but publishers may still have
them in stock.
Evans' books cover a wide range. His
highest-priced book. Norman Rockwell, sells
for $25. and Evans estimates its value will
increase to as high as $175 over the next 10
years. The Tolkien Triology costs $6.95. Each
individual book retails for $9.95.
There are children's books, science fiction

books, cookbooks, every kind of book
imaginable. Evans also has newspapers dating
back to 1862.
Evans aMso noted a particular book about a
local war figure. The first edition of A History
of the Laurel Brigade, originally titled Ashby's
Cavalry, would cost $150 to $200 now. Evans
sells it $18.
"Mos^of the higher-priced books save more
than 50 percent for the customers." Evans
noted.
His most popular item is not costly, however.
Home Repair and Maintenance Guide sells for
$2.50.
Evans says the prices draw dealers from all
around, including as far north as New Jersey,
to buy books. There is a set price for the books;
dealers pay what the customers pay, he added.
At his Book Fairs, he sells new books on one
day and his old ones another. On Sept. 26 and
27. Evans will have a fair for his new books. On
Oct. 3. the old books will be sold.
"One of the best things I like about doing this
is the jrtople. We have lawn chairs set up
outside. People will spend the day here after
buying their books. They'll have picnics and
then sit out in the sun and read their books." he
said with a smile.
(Top. bottom photos) LEIGHTON EVANS
stands in the upstairs of the Book Barn
where he sells old books during his Book
Fairs. Downstairs, Evans displays a
variety of new books. A new book sale will
be held at the Green Valley Auction Barn
Sept. 26-27 and the old book sale will be on
Oct. i.
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